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ABSTRACT: Jet-cooled infrared spectra of acetylated glycine, alanine, and dialanine esters and
their dimers are reported in the amide A and amide I−III regions. They serve as particularly
simple peptide aggregation models and are found to prefer a single backbone conformation in
the dimer that is different from the most stable monomer backbone conformation. In the case
of alanine, evidence for topology-changing chirality discrimination upon dimer formation is
found. The jet spectroscopic results are compared to gas phase spectra and quantum chemical
calculations. They provide reliable benchmarks for the evaluation of the latter in the field of
peptide interactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Protein−protein interactions rely on molecular recognition
between and correct torsion of specific amino acid sequences,
which needs to be modeled accurately.1 For the purpose of
quality assessment in molecular modeling and quantum
chemistry, it is desirable to experimentally characterize such
interactions at the most elementary protected amino acid level
in the gas phase, cf., e.g., refs 2−6. In contrast to solution7 and
matrix isolation8 studies, gas phase investigations allow for a
direct comparison to theoretical spectra without environmental
shifts and to predicted conformational energy sequences.9 This
is particularly true for the lowest energy conformations10 and
for those stabilized by high barriers, whereas other cases may
profit from matrix isolation.11 To induce aggregation, low
temperature nonequilibrium measurements are necessary.
There has been tremendous success in this field using IR
spectroscopic techniques for neutral amino acids and peptides
in supersonic jets combined with thermal or laser desorption
(cf., e.g., refs 2−6 and 12−34) providing detailed insights into
the intermolecular forces underlying folding and aggregation
events. Almost invariably, these techniques rely on an aromatic
chromophore and would thus have to involve VUV excitation
for the simplest amino acids such as glycine and alanine, unless
these are modified with an aromatic substituent.22,31 Here, we
start to fill this gap using FTIR spectroscopy of thermally
evaporated and adiabatically reaggregated acetylated amino acid
esters in pulsed supersonic jet expansions, in combination with
equilibrium gas phase investigations of the monomers. This is a
continuation of the study of very elementary peptide motifs in
the gas phase35 that focused on the amide group alone and its
aggregation preference. Here, we concentrate on glycine and
alanine, the two simplest protein building blocks.

In contrast to amino acid esters with a free amine end
group,36 the NH group becomes a strong hydrogen bond
donor when an acetyl residue is attached to it. This is a
consequence of sp2 hybridization.37 It reduces the volatility and
turns on peptide-like intermolecular interactions. Furthermore,
the resulting structural motif can be found in depsipeptides
(peptolides), which contain not only amide but also ester
bonds.38 The commercially most prominent example may be
the methyl ester of L-aspartyl-L-phenylalanine (aspartame), a
popular sweetener. In contrast to unprotected amino acids (cf.,
e.g., refs 15, 17, 25, 39, and 40), an extremely low vapor
pressure is not an issue for acetylated esters, such that
prolonged heating to generate on the order of 100 Pa of the
compound in the gas phase is feasible.
One of the simplest homologues is N-acetylglycine ethyl

ester (Ac-Gly-OEt) (Figure 1). By exchanging one of the Cα

hydrogens with the methyl group of the ester, one arrives at the
two (D/L) enantiomeric Ac-Ala-OMe (N-acetylalanine methyl
ester) forms. Their chirality-sensitive aggregation will be the
subject of the present contribution. Furthermore, we investigate
the proteinogenic (LL) form of the dialanine methyl ester Ac-
Ala-Ala-OMe.
A key purpose of this study is to provide benchmarks for

appropriate quantum chemical treatments of the conforma-
tional landscape and force field, which are also applicable to
larger building blocks. When aiming at spectroscopically useful
predictions, typical standard approaches have serious draw-
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backs. The harmonic B3LYP hybrid density functional
approach provides an economic representation of fundamental
vibrations and their hydrogen bond-induced shifts, in part
profiting from error compensation. However, it may fail in
describing secondary, dispersion-driven interactions,41 the
importance of which grows with the size of the system and
may be decisive for chirality recognition phenomena.42 Pure
density functionals like B97, when augmented by dispersion
corrections,43 are better suited for the latter problem, but the
bonds are usually too soft and reactive to hydrogen bonds, thus
overestimating frequency shifts. MP2 and higher order post-HF
approaches require large basis sets or explicit correlation
treatments to avoid artificial energy contributions and to
provide reasonable force constants. In the present work, we will
demonstrate some of these limitations for the investigated
model systems and explore B3LYP-D344 as a valuable and
scalable tool to describe such peptide interaction units.

2. METHODS
IR spectra of cold monomers and dimers were measured using
the popcorn-jet.35,45−47 A helium gas pulse with a volume of
about 1 standard liter and less than 1 s duration flows through a
heated bed of about 10 g spherical molecular sieve loaded with
≈3 g of the protected amino acid, before it expands through
two parallel 0.5 mm × 10 mm slits into a large vacuum
chamber. During the peak flow, two 2 cm−1 resolution Bruker
IFS 66v/S FTIR scans are collected by focusing the IR beam
perpendicular to the two slits at a distance of about 5 mm and
recording the feeble absorption with a large area InSb
photovoltaic or HgCdTe photoconductive detector. Due to a
slit separation of 10 mm, the IR radiation samples two weakly
interacting expansions, thus essentially doubling the molecular
column density. The vacuum chamber is large enough to
prevent a pressure rise above 60 Pa during the pulse. After the
chamber is evacuated for 40 s down to a pressure of less than
20 Pa, the next gas pulse is probed. In the waiting time, two
poppet valves enclose the heated molecular sieve. Typically, the
spectra are block-averaged over 50 gas pulses (corresponding to
a consumption of about 0.2−0.4 g of the ester) and several such
blocks are combined in the spectra shown. A few interfero-
grams containing spikes due to electronic perturbations were
removed from the averaging process. Further experimental
details can be found in ref 48.
The equilibrium gas phase FTIR spectra of acetylated L-

alanine and di-L-alanine methyl ester were measured in a Bruker

Vertex 80v FTIR spectrometer by using a self-constructed
heatable cell (similar to the one of ref 39). The chosen
aluminum cell is 95 mm long and has a diameter of 30 mm. At
both ends CaF2 windows are attached. The cell is heated by 16
resistors (each 3.3 Ω). The substance is placed in a ball valve
fixed on top of the cell. A rotary vacuum pump constantly
evacuates the heated cell, resulting in a pressure of 1−0.1 Pa.
After a background spectrum is taken, the vacuum pump is
closed and the ball valve is opened for a short time; thus, the
substance is able to drop down into the cell. Due to the strong
change in pressure and temperature, the substance sublimates
directly without decomposition. The IR spectra are measured
with a HgCdTe photoconductive detector (cooled with liquid
nitrogen to 77 K); an average of 50 spectra at a resolution of 1
cm−1 is recorded.
Acetylglycine ethyl ester (Ac-Gly-OEt, CAS number: 1906-

82-7, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, bp 260 °C/0.95 bar according to
supplier), acetyl-L-alanine methyl ester (Ac-Ala-OMe, CAS
number: 3619-02-1, >99%, Bachem), acetyl-D-alanine methyl
ester (Ac-D-Ala-OMe, CAS number: 19914-36-4, >99%,
Bachem), and acetyldi-L-alanine methyl ester (Ac-Ala-Ala-
OMe, CAS number: 30802-26-7, >99%, Bachem) were used
as supplied. The relative chirality of the D/L-Ala samples was
verified by polarimetry in acetone solution. As the racemic
mixture of acetyl-alanine methyl ester was not commercially
available, we prepared equimolar mixtures on our own.
Accompanying quantum chemical calculations at the

B3LYP49,50 and MP251 level using the 6-311+G* basis set
were carried out with the Gaussian 03 program suite.52 Test
calculations were extended to the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The
dispersion-corrected DFT-D2 results (B97D/TZVP/TZVPFit
denfit) were obtained with Gaussian 09.53 B3LYP-D3/TZVP
calculations were carried out with TURBOMOLE with BJ-Damping
as implemented in TURBOMOLE.54

Two independent strategies were employed for the
conformational landscape search of the dimers prior to
quantum chemical optimization. An intuitive approach guided
by a maximization and permutation of hydrogen bonds with
variation of soft torsional angles and a more systematic
approach based on the CFF force field, which has been used
as implemented in the Discovery studio.55 The CFF force field
was used to independently cross-check the former approach for
completeness. For dimers involving two strong hydrogen
bonds, no missing conformations were revealed, whereas some
of the less intuitive structures involving only one dominant
hydrogen bond and several weaker interactions were only
located by the systematic approach. In a final stage, selected
transformations of converged dimer structures between Ac-Gly-
OEt, Ac-D-Ala-OMe and Ac-L-Ala-OMe were carried out to
ensure a gap-free coverage of the low energy conformations.
With CFF, a class II force field with anharmonic terms and

cross-terms was employed. First of all, the conformational
landscape of the system of interest was scanned by a modified
quenched dynamics technique: Beginning with an arbitrary
starting geometry, a short-time molecular dynamics run
(typically about 2 ps for the heating dynamics and 5 ps for
slight cooling dynamics with 1 fs time-step) was performed
with certain initial and target temperatures. The final geometry
was fully optimized and stored for a later analysis. This
minimized structure was reheated to the target temperature and
another short-time dynamics run was added. This procedure
was executed until a desired ensemble of minimized structures

Figure 1. Torsional angles ϕ, ψ, and σ defining the conformations of
Ac-Gly-OEt and Ac-Ala-OMe (exchanging the methyl group from the
ester with one of the Cα hydrogen atoms). The two carbonyl groups
are labeled a (amide) and e (ester), the weak HN−C−CO contact
with C5.
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was found. All minima were sorted with respect to their relative
energy.
The conformation of acetylated amino acid esters (Figure 1)

can be characterized by the N−Cα torsional angle ϕ and the
Cα−C torsional angle ψ2,56,57 as well as an additional O−C
torsional angle σ in the case of ethyl esters. We encode these
two (three) angles by a sequence of two (three) labels ab (ab-
c) and translate the code into the traditional greek letter
peptide nomenclature,2,56−58 where appropriate. The parallel
use of both nomenclatures facilitates the connection of the
peptide research field to a wide range of conformational studies
of related compounds. A translation table is given in the
Supporting Information (Table S1). Rotamerization around the
amide or ester bonds is neglected, unless stated otherwise. In
the case of dialanine, two sets of ϕψ labels are used, starting
from the acetylated N-terminus.
In the case of glycine, we qualitatively distinguish between

trans = t (180° ± 60°) and gauche = g (60° ± 60°) torsional
angles and denote a g angle of opposite helicity in the same
monomer or dimer with g′. In the case of alanine, we provide
explicit (±) signs for the g (and in some cases t) angles because
of the diastereomeric relationship to the asymmetric carbon
center.59 If not indicated otherwise, Ala denotes L-alanine.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Protected Glycine Monomer. The jet FTIR

spectrum of N-acetylglycine ethyl ester shows a single narrow
NH stretching band (Figure 2, trace a) at 3464 cm−1 and two

prominent CO stretching bands (Figure 3, trace a) at 1759
cm−1 (ester CO) and 1714 cm−1 (amide CO), which may
be explained by a single isolated, cold Ac-Gly-OEt monomer
conformation. This observation can be reconciled with earlier
experimental evidence. A microwave study60 found two isomers
with planar peptide backbone (β or tt conformation, stabilized
by an internal C5 hydrogen contact) differing in the ester
torsional angle σ (g/t). This torsional isomerism is not
expected to affect the NH and CO functional groups in a
significant way, so the lower resolution IR spectra of these ethyl

group rotamers are likely to overlap and are therefore
consistent with the microwave evidence.
IR spectra recorded in CCl4 solution at room temperature

show NH and CO stretching bands of solvated monomers at
3442 and 1745/1691 cm−1, respectively.7 The red shifts of 14−
23 cm−1 relative to the jet spectrum are a result of solvation and
thermal excitation. A weak band at 3465 cm−1 due to N−H
groups without intramolecular C5-type interaction may
correlate with a weak 3491 cm−1 feature in the jet at higher
concentration (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
However, this is also the region of CO overtones. The ratio
to the ester CO fundamental is 1.985 in the jet and 1.986 in
CCl4 solution, which is very close to the ratio of 1.986 between
the CO overtone and fundamental of glycine ethyl ester.36

Figure 2. Infrared spectra of different peptide models in the NH
stretching region, clearly separating monomer (M) and dimer (D)
contributions: (a) Ac-Gly-OEt (300 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 363 K); (b)
gas phase transmittance spectrum of Ac-Ala-OMe at 343 K; (c) Ac-
Ala-OMe (600 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 353 K); (d) racemic Ac-Ala-OMe
(600 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 353 K).

Figure 3. Infrared spectra of different peptide models in the CO
and fingerprint region: (a) Ac-Gly-OEt (300 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 363
K); (b) Ac-Ala-OMe (149 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 353 K, high sample
concentration, intensity divided by 2.5, prominent dimer bands
marked D); (c) gas phase transmittance spectrum of Ac-Ala-OMe at
343 K; (d) Ac-Ala-OMe (978 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 343−353 K, low
sample concentration); (e) racemic Ac-Ala-OMe (610 jet pulses,
Tsubstance = 353 K). Arrows mark spectral features indicative of
topology-changing chirality recognition.
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We note that analogous spectra have been obtained for the
dominant β isomer of the −NH(CH3) protected glycine Ac-
Gly-NHMe as monomer in dichloromethane solution and in
rare gas matrices.8 The relevant NH stretching band is assigned
at 3419 cm−1 (dichloromethane) and about 3425 cm−1 (Ar, Kr
matrix). Due to the solvent shift and the different electronic
properties of the −NHMe group, this brings the glycine NH
stretching fundamental into Fermi resonance with the amide
CO stretch overtone, a situation which is not evident in the
esters investigated here. The CO stretching region is further
complicated by the similarity of the two carbonyl oscillators in
Ac-Gly-NHMe, both being part of an amide group, and the
existence of a competing conformer.
Therefore, the case of Ac-Gly-OEt provides a simpler entry

point into the conformational analysis of protected peptide
models, as in the case of Ac-Phe-OMe.2 However, the
rationalization of the simple spectral features with specific
quantum chemical predictions of the conformers is surprisingly
complex. Several of these conformers have been investigated at
the MP2/6-311G** level in the microwave study60 and it was
found that the ester g/t energy sequence is inverted with
respect to the experiment. The latter unambiguously shows the
t structure to be the most stable. Our own investigations at the
slightly different MP2/6-311+G* level rectify this and predict
tt-t to be more stable than tt-g, but they reveal a surprising
effect for the peptide backbone. gt-t (ε) type conformations are
found to be competitive, which is clearly not the case at the
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ or the various DFT levels (Figure 4 and
Supporting Information, Table S2 and Figure S3). We
speculate that the partially folded ε structure profits from
basis set superposition but the main message is that the

potential energy hypersurface of acetylated amino acid esters is
rather flat along the ϕ angle, a property that will turn out to be
important in the dimers. Concerning the computationally less
expensive density functional based calculations, they differ in
the ethyl ester group preference. The B3LYP prediction and its
D3-augmented variant are consistent with the microwave
observation of a more stable trans conformation, whereas the
B97D prediction is more ambiguous, as in the case of
menthol.61

In terms of spectral predictive power, the harmonic NH
stretching wavenumber for the tt-t monomer is 149 (B3LYP),
145 (B3LYP-D3), 181 (MP2), and 75 cm−1 (B97D) too high,
when compared to the experimental anharmonic value of 3464
cm−1 (Supporting Information, Table S3). Considering an
effective diatomic anharmonicity constant ωexe of the NH
stretching mode on the order of 70 cm−1,62−64 B3LYP(-D3) is
thus probably closest to the true harmonic prediction, followed
by MP2. The B97D potential is seen to be significantly too soft,
which should be kept in mind when looking at hydrogen bond-
induced shifts. This is also true for the CO stretching modes
(Supporting Information, Table S4), which are harmonically
predicted 1−2% too high by MP2 and B3LYP calculations, as
they should, whereas the B97D prediction is already too low,
without including anharmonicity.
The presence of folded backbone conformations in solution

or in the gas phase is easy to diagnose from the IR spectrum.
Harmonic predictions for the NH stretching mode locate all
backbone-folded structures at least 10 cm−1 (more typically
20−30 cm−1) blue-shifted relative to the tt structures, whereas
the change in σ (ester group) torsional angle changes the
wavenumber by less than 2 cm−1. The most visible folded
isomers in terms of NH stretching intensity are those that
conserve the C5 intramolecular hydrogen contact (tg or δ), but
gg (α) isomers or clusters cannot be ruled out as the origin of
the weakly observed blue-shifted NH stretching band, either. In
the carbonyl range, qualitatively similar but quantitatively
smaller blue shifts are predicted for folded isomers. They are
not evident in the experimental spectra, again ruling out
significant contributions at least under jet-cooled conditions.
Theory is unambiguous in assigning the higher frequency
carbonyl stretching band to the ester group (e), whereas the
more intense lower frequency band originates from the amide
group (a).
Structural, energetic, and spectral predictions for a range of

Ac-Gly-OEt monomer conformations can be found in the
Supporting Information (Tables S2−S4, Figure S3). Deviations
of the tt-t structure from exact Cs-symmetry at the MP2 level
are likely due to basis set incompleteness. This is suggested by
the aug-cc-pVTZ results, which predict a Cs-symmetric global
minimum, like all other calculations. It would be difficult to rule
out the artificial MP2 gt (ε) structures based only on their
infrared NH stretching spectra, but microwave spectroscopy60

and higher level calculations clearly show that they may be
disregarded for monomeric Ac-Gly-OEt.
In summary, the only rotamerism in jet-cooled and room

temperature N-acetylglycine ethyl ester is the relative position
of the ethyl ester group, whereas the peptide-mimetic backbone
is clearly planar (β, C5-stabilized, tt), but rather flexible along
the nonamide N−C bond torsion ϕ.

3.2. Protected Glycine Dimer. The jet spectrum of Ac-
Gly-OEt (Figure 2, trace a) features an additional band in the
NH stretching region. It is broader, centered at 3372 cm−1, and
grows faster with concentration than the monomer band

Figure 4. Ac-Gly-OEt monomer global minimum structures according
to B3LYP-D3 (tt-t) and MP2 calculations (gt-t, artificially stabilized by
basis set incompleteness) and the realization of the latter conformation
in the stable symmetric dimer. Note that there is a nearly isoenergetic
unsymmetric structure a-(tt-t)/(gt-t) involving a single hydrogen bond
to an amide CO. Dimers such as aa-(gg-t)/(gg′-g′) can only be
realized with cis-amide monomers and are much higher in energy.
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(Supporting Information, Figure S1). It is straightforward to
assign to hydrogen-bonded dimers of the protected glycine.
Corresponding CO stretching bands appear as less
prominent red-shifted satellites to the monomer transitions,
at 1746 and 1704 cm−1 (Figure 3 and Supporting Information,
Figure S2). Red shift (92 cm−1) and intensity are more
pronounced for the NH stretching band, as expected for a
hydrogen-bonded species. The FTIR technique lacks size-
selectivity; therefore, it cannot be ruled out that there are weak
dimer components underneath the monomer bands in either
spectral range.
The jet observations find qualitative parallels in the solution

spectra at moderate concentrations.7 There, the NH red shift
for the dimeric aggregate is only 72 cm−1 instead of 92 cm−1,
which is easily explained by thermal weakening of the hydrogen
bonds and preferential interaction of the solvent with the more
accessible monomer NH group. A high-concentration feature
which is 61 cm−1 further red-shifted corresponds nicely to the
jet feature which is about 50 cm−1 more red-shifted and must
be attributed to larger aggregates. The more subtle CO
stretching shifts upon dimerization are less systematic. For the
ester CO group, the jet observation of a 13 cm−1

dimerization red shift is to be contrasted to a 8 cm−1 blue
shift in CCl4 solution,

7 although a broadening of the solution
band complicates the precise band center assignment. For the
amide group, the correspondence between the 10 (jet) and 20
cm−1 (solution) dimerization red shifts is at least qualitatively
better. It appears that the jet-cooled dimers involve mostly the
ester carbonyl group, whereas this is less likely in solution.
While the low temperature experiment is consistent with one

dominant hydrogen-bonded dimer structure (apart from ester
group rotamerism), the situation in solution may be more
complex. As there are no microwave data for the dimer,
quantum chemical calculations should be consulted to shed
further light on the structural issue in the gas phase. The
limitations observed for the monomer should be kept in mind.
Dimers with one or two intermolecular NH hydrogen bonds

can involve amide (a) or ester (e) carbonyl groups as acceptors
in different combinations. All four theoretical approaches agree
in finding gt (ε) and tt (β) monomer backbones among the
four most stable dimer structures (Supporting Information,
Table S5).
Beyond this point, the quantum chemical dimer predictions

are diverse, but all agree in predicting close competition
between a C2-symmetric pairing of the two gt (ε) backbones via
the ester groups (ee) and a single amide CO bonded form
(a) augmented by secondary stacking interactions (Figure 4).
This is interesting, because ee stands for a β-sheet motif,
whereas a is reminiscent of the α-helical environment. At the
MP2 and B3LYP-D3 level, the amide coordination wins by a
small margin, whereas B3LYP and B97D predict a preference
for ee. At B97D, even the ester ethyl conformation can be
changed before the amide-bonded structures come into play,
but this is in part an artifact of the B97D underestimation of
ester g/t isomerization. An inversion-symmetric ee arrangement
(Ci) cannot compete with the C2-symmetric structure, probably
because it does not allow for additional stacking interactions
between the amide groups (Figure S4, Supporting Informa-
tion). Stacking of the ester groups appears to be the driving
force for the amide-coordinated dimer. MP2, B97D, and
B3LYP-D3 prefer the donor molecule in the stretched β-form,
whereas B3LYP prefers the acceptor molecule in this
conformation.

One may ask why aa-type dimers involving two NH
hydrogen bonds to amide CO are not found to be stable.
After all, a comparison of the dimer of N-methyl acetamide
with a complex between N-methyl acetamide and methyl
acetate reveals that the corresponding N−H···OCa hydrogen
bond is 20−30% more stable than a N−H···OCe hydrogen
bond. The energy required to form two cis-amide conforma-
tions, which then enables formamide-like pairing of two units,65

is probably too high. This thermodynamic argument is
enhanced by kinetic control in the case of a jet expansion,
because the barrier for trans/cis isomerization is very high.
Furthermore, one may expect a more pronounced red shift in
this case. Indeed, the best cis-amide dimer structure we could
find ((gg-t)/(gg′-g′)) (Figure 4) is not compatible in terms of
energy and spectrum (see later section and Table S5,
Supporting Information).
The gas phase ee-dimerization energy for two tt-t units

including the effect of zero point vibration varies widely among
the methods, as expected. The B3LYP dissociation energy
result for (gt-t)2 of 27 kJ mol−1 misses out dispersion
contributions whereas the MP2 result of 67 kJ mol−1

overestimates them and suffers from basis set superposition
error. The B97D and B3LYP-D3 results of 49 and 56 kJ mol−1

should be in the correct range. We find that this is about twice
the dissociation energy of the complex between N-methyl-
acetamide and methyl acetate, which may serve as a model for
one of the (gt-t)2 hydrogen bonds. The reason for the apparent
additivity is a compensation between two effects. On the one
hand, the tt-t monomer already contains a weak intramolecular
hydrogen contact, which is broken upon dimerization. On the
other hand, less directed polar and dispersive forces act in the
dimer to lower its energy relative to two monomers. In solution
(ref 7 and references cited therein), only about half of the
binding energy survives due to thermal weakening and solvent
competition.
In view of the close energetic competition between ee- and a-

bonded dimers at all levels, one may expect that experimental
spectra provide a decision. In Figures 5 and 6, the experimental
NH and CO jet spectra are compared to harmonic
simulations, assuming a uniform bandwidth of 5 cm−1

(fwhm). Included in the simulation are equal proportions of
tt-t and tt-g monomers as well as 10 times fewer ee-dimers (gt-

Figure 5. Simulated spectra for Ac-Gly-OEt (monomers tt-t, tt-g and
dimers (gt-t)2, (gt-g)2 (for B3LYP-D3 alternatively (tt-t)/(gt-t), (tt-t)/
(gt-g′), above the label)) in the NH stretching region at the B3LYP/6-
311+G*, MP2/6-311+G*, and B3LYP-D3/TZVP levels compared to
the experimental spectrum (bottom trace) shown in trace a of Figure
2.
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t)2 and (gt-g)2. In the B3LYP-D3 case, we offer an alternative
10% contribution of two a-dimers in a second trace. Note that
the spectra involve a single intensity scaling for both spectral
ranges but use individual shifts of the bands such that the
experimental monomeric NH stretching and ester CO
stretching band positions for tt-t are always reproduced
(accounting in first order for anharmonicity and other
deficiencies in the harmonic predictions for a given functional
group). The B97D simulation is omitted due to its severe
overestimation of shifts (Table S6 in the Supporting
Information). Figure 5 shows that a-dimers have a much
inferior band intensity and thus visibility in the NH stretching
range, whereas the CO stretching spectra in Figure 6 (see
also Supporting Information, Table S7) seem to rule out a
dominant contribution of such a-dimers. Rewardingly, the
relative CO and NH intensities of the monomer match well,
which helps in quantifying the dimer contributions. We
estimate about 10% ee-dimers and less than 5% a-dimers in
the expansion. In detail, the B3LYP calculations underestimate
the N−H dimerization shift, whereas the B3LYP-D3 calcu-
lations overestimate it. Even the increased width of the dimer
signal is explained by a slight mismatch of the ester g/t-isomers.
In the CO stretching range (Figure 6), the dimer intensities
and shifts are best reproduced at the B3LYP-D3 level, except
for the amide CO shift, which is too large for ee and too
small for a.
The solution data are actually more consistent with amide

dimer structures, where a strong intermolecular hydrogen bond
to the amide CO releases one of the ester CO groups
from a weak intramolecular C5 contact. Indeed, such a structure
has been proposed before.7

In summary, acetylglycine ethyl ester switches from its all-
trans (tt, C5 or β) monomer conformation into a kinked (gt or
ε) structure when forming a hydrogen-bonded dimer. The
most stable dimer consists of two conformationally homochiral
monomer units connected via NH hydrogen bonds to the ester
carbonyl groups and has C2 symmetry. Single hydrogen bonds
to the amide CO may not be far away in energy, as indicated
by the computational and spectroscopic results. We will see that
for alanine this competition is activated in a chirally selective
way. A solvent as inert as CCl4 also appears to switch to such
singly hydrogen-bridged dimers.7

3.3. Protected Alanine Monomer. When one of the two
Cα hydrogens in Ac-Gly-OEt is formally exchanged with the
terminal ester methyl group, one of the enantiomers of Ac-Ala-
OMe, the simplest ester of acetylated alanine, is created. The
biologically most abundant form is the proteinogenic L-alanine,
but bacteria exploit the resistance of the D-form against

common proteases in their cell walls. For an isolated molecule,
there is no difference in the rotational or vibrational spectra
apart from subtle parity violation effects.66,67

It was shown by microwave spectroscopy that Ac-Ala-OMe
exists essentially in a single conformation in a supersonic jet.68

It corresponds to the most stable form of Ac-Gly-OEt, with all
backbone atoms close to a plane and a weak C5 intramolecular
interaction. Depending on the handedness of the asymmetric
Cα, it may be denoted t−t+ (βL) or t+t− (βD).
As shown in Figure 2 (trace c), the NH stretching spectrum

in the jet is consistent with such a single dominant monomer,
with a strong and narrow band at 3459 cm−1.
At thermal equilibrium around 343 K (trace b of Figure 2),

the dominant band maximum shifts by −4 cm−1 to 3455 cm−1

and there is still a rather weak shoulder near 3483 cm−1, but
also on the low-wavenumber slope. This supports a monomer
interpretation, because dimers are not stable under such
conditions.
The NH stretching band of Ac-Ala-OMe has been observed

before in CH2Cl2,
69 with a solvent red shift of 26 cm−1 for the

C5 conformation, similar to that observed for Ac-Gly-OEt.
Solvent effects of this size70 mask the glycine/alanine
substitution shift on the NH stretching wavenumber, which
amounts to −5 cm−1 on the basis of the jet spectra and may be
attributed to an inductive effect of the Cα methyl group,
possibly combined with distortion of the intramolecular C5
contact due to the backbone departure from planarity. An
earlier study of Ac-Ala-OMe in CHCl3 is consistent with the
CH2Cl2 results.

71

The CO stretching region has also been investigated by a
range of techniques. The two monomer-based peaks in the jet
spectrum are found at 1759 (ester) and 1709 cm−1 (amide),
very close to the Ac-Gly-OEt values. The ratio of 1.984 of the
weak band in the NH stretching region to the ester
fundamental again suggests a CO overtone interpretation
of the former. In the high temperature gas phase (spectrum c in
Figure 3), the CO stretching fundamentals occur at 1760 and
1716 cm−1. The unusually large 7 cm−1 blue shift of the amide
CO relative to the jet spectrum provides evidence for the
weak intramolecular C5 interaction, which is thermally broken
at and above room temperature. Diluted in CH2Cl2, these
bands are red-shifted by 17 and 29 cm−1, respectively.69 The
shifts are comparable to the bandwidths in solution. The
relative similarity of the Ac-Gly-OEt/Ac-Ala-OMe monomer
spectra extends to the C-terminal amide substituted Ac-Ala-
NHMe.8 Also shown in Figure 3 is the conformation-sensitive
amide III region together with the amide II bands for the
esters.72 It is evident from a comparison of traces a and d that
this fingerprint domain of the IR spectrum reacts strongly on
the introduction of a methyl group at Cα. We refrain from a
detailed assignment at this stage but come back to this region
when discussing dimers.
The next step is to verify whether the conformational

dominance observed in the monomer spectra is confirmed by
quantum chemical calculations. This is the case for the
B3LYP(-D3) and B97D DFT-based calculations (Table S8 in
the Supporting Information). All predict a tt (more precisely t−
t+) or βL conformation for the L-form separated by at least 8 kJ
mol−1 from the next two (t−g− and g−g−) conformations.
Only at the MP2/6-311+G* level is there a closer-by g−t+ or εL

structure (Figure S7 in the Supporting Information),
reminiscent of the Ac-Gly-OEt gt case. It is about 2 kJ mol−1

higher in energy than the global minimum and collapses into

Figure 6. Simulated spectra for Ac-Gly-OEt (monomers tt-t, tt-g and
dimers (gt-t)2, (gt-g)2 (for B3LYP-D3 alternatively (tt-t)/(gt-t), (tt-t)/
(gt-g′), above the label)) in the CO stretching region at the MP2/6-
311+G* and B3LYP-D3/TZVP levels compared to the experimental
spectrum (bottom trace) shown in trace a of Figure 3.
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the tt conformer for the B3LYP(-D3) and B97D calculations.
As in the glycine case and like the low-lying Lg−g− conformer,
it must be an artifact of the small basis set, but as we will see, it
again adopts the preferred homodimer conformation. It
remains stable at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level but is now 5
kJ mol−1 higher in energy.
At the B3LYP(-D3) level, the harmonic N−H stretching

wavenumber decreases somewhat when moving from Ac-Gly-
OEt to Ac-Ala-OMe except for Lg+g+ (Table S9 in the
Supporting Information). Experimentally, the decrease
amounts to 5 cm−1, which the MP2 and B97D calculations
fail to predict even qualitatively. The predicted CO
stretching shifts relative to Ac-Gly-OEt (Table S10 in the
Supporting Information) range between −2 and −5 cm−1, in
qualitative agreement with experiment (0 to −5 cm−1).
In summary, the essentially monoconformational preparation

of Ac-Ala-OMe evident in the spectrum is confirmed by
quantum chemical calculations, but variations in the different
levels indicate a facile distortion around the nonamide N−C
bond, which prepares the molecule for intermolecular hydrogen
bonding.
3.4. Protected Alanine Dimer. Enantiopure Ac-Ala-OMe

expansions show a strong, narrow band in the NH stretching
region at 3365 cm−1 (Figure 2, trace c), which can be assigned
to a dimer and corresponds to a hydrogen bond-induced red
shift of 94 cm−1. The narrowness in comparison to the dimer of
Ac-Gly-OEt is attributed to the absence of ester conformational
isomerism. A weak satellite band is slightly further red-shifted,
at 3358 cm−1. The CO stretching bands assignable to small
aggregates (Figure 3, compare traces b and d; see also Figure S6
in the Supporting Information) are red-shifted relative to their
monomer counterparts, by 12 cm−1 in the ester case and by
only 4 cm−1 in the amide case. Concentration-dependent bands
assignable to dimers are also evident in the fingerprint region,6

and three particulary pronounced cases are marked D in Figure
3b.
If a racemic (L/D) mixture of Ac-Ala-OMe is expanded under

nominally the same conditions, a very similar NH stretching
spectrum is obtained (Figure 2, trace d), but the dimer band
intensities are significantly lower. Possible interpretations are
that the heteroconfigurational dimer composed of an L- and a
D-form is less stable or less intensely absorbing than the
homoconfigurational dimer. In the case of an analogous
structure for a less stable heterochiral dimer, one would expect
a reduced red shift for the heterochiral component. If the
heterochiral structure were different, an additional band would
also be predicted. Neither is the case, indicating coincidental
band overlap. A less probable explanation is a reduced vapor
pressure of the racemate, which crystallizes in nonracemic (2:1)
strands of left- and right-handed molecules,73 similar to racemic
methyl mandelate.41 It is noteworthy that these crystal strands
are built from the somewhat stronger NH hydrogen bonds to
amide carbonyl groups. This is not an option for the isolated
Ac-Ala-OMe dimer, if one wants to realize two intermolecular
hydrogen bonds at the same time and if cis-amide formation is
energetically or kinetically hindered.
The reduced spectral intensity of dimers in the racemic

expansion is also evident in the CO stretching region (Figure
3, compare traces d and e under similar expansion conditions
and monomer abundances). In the enantiopure expansion, the
stronger dimerization shift of the ester CO group indicates
its participation in the hydrogen bond instead of the better
amide CO acceptor group, which does not allow for double

hydrogen bonding without amide group torsion. In the racemic
expansion, the sharp peak marked with an arrow in trace e is
indicative of a significant fraction of well-defined amide
hydrogen bonding. This supports the second interpretation of
the racemic NH spectrum, namely a switch in hydrogen bond
topology. Hydrogen-bonding to the CO groups in the jet-
cooled dimers also affects the 1200 cm−1 region of the
spectrum. Two prominently blue-shifted bands are observed.
They correspond to mixed C−O and C−N single bond
vibrations. The mixing is intensified compared to that for Ac-
Gly-OEt. The strengthening of the C−O bond is a typical
consequence of weakening the adjacent CO bond, whereas
the C−N bond defining the ϕ angle profits in a similar way
from N−H bond elongation during hydrogen bonding. In the
racemic expansion, the amount of ester CO binding is clearly
reduced, as are the dimer features in the 1200 cm−1 region
(marked with arrows in trace d). The situation for the amidic

···C N bond in the amide II region is less obvious in terms of
the direction of the shift, but clearly there is a dimer band in
that region as well (compare traces b and d in Figure 3). All this
points unambiguously to the involvement of the ester CO
group in hydrogen bonding of Ac-Ala-OMe to a second unit of
the same chirality, whereas there is evidence for competitive
amide bonding to a unit of opposite chirality.
To shed further light on this tentative experimental

assignment, quantum chemical predictions of particularly stable
dimer structures are indicated (Figure 7 and Tables S11 and
S14 and Figures S8 and S9 in the Supporting Information).
Among the homochiral dimers, the C2 symmetric ester CO
bonded (Lg−t)2 or εLεL dimer is by far the most stable. The
monomer fragment is close in structure to the artificial MP2
monomer conformation and the binding energies including
zero point energy correction range from 25 (B3LYP) over 51
(B97D) and 58 (B3LYP-D3) to 67 kJ mol−1 (MP2), i.e., rather
similar to the Ac-Gly-OEt case. The energy gap to the next-
most stable homochiral dimers is larger than 10%, safely
excluding a significant contribution by them in the jet spectra.
We note that most metastable dimers are singly N−H
hydrogen-bonded species, which also have an inferior IR
visibility. They may contribute to the broad and weak signal
below the dominant NH stretching wavenumber (Figure S5,
Supporting Information). Most remarkably, the second-most
stable dimer structure involves no intermolecular hydrogen
bonds at all (Table S11, Supporting Information) but optimizes
electrostatic and dispersion interactions in a sandwich-like
structure. This emphasizes the uniqueness of the ee-dimer
motif.
The situation in the heteroconfigurational dimer case is

radically different, as documented in the Supporting
Information (Table S14 and Figure S9) and in Figure 7. On
the energetically and spectrally most reliable B3LYP-D3 level,
the strongest competitor to the homoconfigurational C2-
symmetric (Lg−t)(Lg−t) or εLεL dimer is not the analogous
Ci symmetric (Lg−t)(Dg+t) or εLεD dimer. Indeed, it is less
stable by about 6 kJ mol−1. The reason is likely a lack of
secondary amide stacking, as in the Ac-Gly-OEt case. On all
levels except for B97D, more stable unsymmetrical dimers of
the type (Dtt)/(Lg−t) can be found, in which one monomer
conserves its conformation. The MP2/6-311+G* calculation
even predicts such a structure to be by far the global minimum
structure, but this must be viewed together with the failure of
this level to predict the correct Ac-Gly-OEt monomer and is
therefore less likely. More realistic is the B3LYP-D3 prediction
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that the unsymmetric dimer is 4 kJ mol−1 more stable than the
Ci symmetric one, but 2 kJ mol−1 less stable than the C2-
symmetric homochiral dimer. Therefore, a switch from ee-
dimers to singly amide bonded dimers is induced by a simple
switch of one methyl group at the chirality center.
The observed enantiopure NH stretching spectrum (Figure

2, trace c) is indeed consistent with a dominant C2-symmetric
structure with its strongly IR active antisymmetric NH mode
and its an order of magnitude weaker and slightly more red-
shifted symmetric Davydov partner. The Davydov splitting is
predicted at 9 (B97D and B3LYP-D3), 7 (MP2), and 6 cm−1

(B3LYP), in good agreement with the experimental value of 7
cm−1 (Table S12 in the Supporting Information). This is also
exemplified in the simulations shown in Figures 8 and 9, which
assume a common dimer-to-monomer ratio of 1:5 in the NH
and CO range and single monomer (tt) and dimer ((g−t)2)
conformations in the enantiomerically pure case. Although the
CO shifts are in part underestimated (like for Ac-Gly-OEt),
the agreement is satisfactory. Again, MP2 performs well in the
NH stretching range, whereas it underestimates the ester CO
dimerization shift (Table S13 in the Supporting Information).
Overall, the B3LYP-D3 spectra are most faithful to experiment,
if one ignores the slight overestimate of the NH dimerization

shifts. This extends into the fingerprint range, where the three
pronounced dimer peaks marked D in Figure 3 are well
reproduced (Figure S11, Supporting Information). Turning
now to the racemic spectrum (trace d in Figure 2 and trace e in
Figure 3), everything points to a substantially reduced
contribution of ester CO bound dimers basically down to
the 50% level expected on statistical grounds. The decrease of
the Davydov shoulder at 3358 cm−1 could be explained by Ci
symmetry of the heterochiral dimer, but the presence of a sharp
amide CO stretching peak at 1690 cm−1 is more consistent
with the nonsymmetric (Dtt)/(Lg−t) or βDεL dimer, which is
predicted to be more stable. This is illustrated in Figure 10,

Figure 7. Ac-Ala-OMe monomer minimum structures according to
B3LYP-D3 (tt) and MP2 calculations (g+t for the D-form, g−t for the
L form) and the realization of the conformations in the symmetric (ee)
and nonsymmetric (a) hetero- and homoconfigurational dimers.

Figure 8. Simulated spectra for Ac-Ala-OMe (monomer Ltt and dimer
(Lg−t)2 (C2)) in the NH stretching region at the B3LYP/6-311+G*,
MP2/6-311+G*, and B3LYP-D3/TZVP levels compared to the
experimental spectrum (bottom trace) shown in trace c of Figure 2.

Figure 9. Simulated spectra for Ac-Ala-OMe (monomer Ltt and dimer
(Lg−t)2 (C2)) in the CO stretching region at the MP2/6-311+G*
and B3LYP-D3/TZVP levels compared to the experimental spectrum
(bottom trace) shown in trace d of Figure 3.

Figure 10. Simulated spectra for racemic Ac-Ala-OMe (monomer Lt−t
+ and dimers ee-(Lg−t)2, ee-(Lg−t)/(Dg+t) (CI), lower trace or a-
(Dtt)/(Lg−t), upper trace) in the CO stretching region at the MP2/
6-311+G* and the B3LYP-D3/TZVP level compared to the
experimental spectrum (bottom trace) shown in trace e of Figure 3.
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which simulates the combined contributions of the most stable
monomer and the most stable homochiral and heterochiral
dimers, switching between the Ci and the amide CO bound
dimer in the latter case (Tables S15 and S16 in the Supporting
Information). The preference for amide bonding also explains
the decreased NH stretching intensities in the racemic
expansion (Figure S10, Supporting Information).
Further evidence for the chirality-induced topology switch is

provided by the simulated 1000−2000 cm−1 spectra (Figure
S12, Supporting Information). Although the comparison of C2
and Ci ee-dimers reveals no significant spectral differences
(Figure S12, Supporting Information), the comparison of the
homochiral ee-dimer with the heterochiral a-dimer shows
characteristic deviations at the positions found experimentally
(Figure 3d/e). We plan to study the differences in more detail
via Raman spectroscopy.
In summary, the C2-symmetric homoconfigurational Ac-Ala-

OMe dimer is more stable than any heteroconfigurational one
and the best heteroconfigurational dimer may have a different
singly hydrogen-bonded topology. It has a poor spectroscopic
visibility against a background of homochiral dimers but fits all
quantum chemical predictions except for B97D. This
remarkable switch and the subtle failure of B97D calculations
to reproduce it is summarized in Figure 11. On the left side, the
large gap between ee and a structures for the homochiral LL

dimer is emphasized. Whereas ee structures become pro-
gressively less stable by removing (glycine) and reinserting (DL)
the chirogenic methyl group, a βε amide-bonded structure
emerges for glycine and gains in relative stability for the DL

alanine dimer. The qualitative deficiency of B97D seems to be a
consistent stability underestimation of this βε structure by a few
kJ mol−1. B3LYP-D3 may actually overestimate its stability by a
small amount (see glycine), but it correctly predicts the LL →
DL switch for protected alanine.
Finally, a comparison of Ac-Ala-OMe with the well-studied

phenyl-substituted Ac-Phe-OMe2,3 is appropriate. The mono-
mer NH and CO fundamentals only differ by 1−4 cm−1. The
largest deviation (+4 cm−1) is observed for the ester CO
stretching mode. Monomer−dimer shifts are also within 1
cm−1, except for the amide CO stretching mode, which
hardly changes for Ac-Phe-OMe, whereas it red-shifts by 4
cm−1 for Ac-Ala-OMe. However, such small shifts are difficult
to quantify for the non-size-selective FTIR technique. There-
fore, the spectral evidence provides no hint for a different dimer
structure in the two compounds, although the phenyl rings are
likely to interact. Hence, it will be particularly rewarding to
study the heterochiral dimer of Ac-Phe-OMe.
3.5. Protected Dialanine Monomer. Taking Ac-Ala-OMe

as a well-characterized reference, we can move to the next-
higher homologue Ac-Ala-Ala-OMe (Figure S13, Supporting
Information). Its gas phase (at 413 K) and monomer-
dominated jet spectra in the NH stretching range are shown
in Figure 13. The gas phase (trace a) reveals a dominant
absorption with a blue-shifted shoulder as well as a weaker peak
at lower wavenumber. Jet cooling (trace b) resolves the main
peak (M) into two features (3442 and 3436 cm−1) and removes
the weaker features, which are presumably due to less stable
conformations. A new absorption at 3336 cm−1 (D) disappears
in the spectrum recorded immediately after closing the valve
(trace c), ruling out a monomer contribution. This points to a
single dominant monomer conformation in the expansion,
because Ac-Ala-Ala-OMe contains two NH stretching modes.
Comparison to the six most stable monomer conformations at

the B3LYP-D3 level (Figure 12) shows unambiguously that this
is the all-trans or βLβL conformation (upper of six stick spectra
in Figure 13). Note that the theoretical spectra are shifted
exactly by the amount required in Ac-Ala-OMe (−148.9 cm−1),
avoiding introduction of any new empirical element. This adds
to the confidence in the assignment. The predicted NH
intensity pattern is slightly inverted with respect to experiment
but well within the expected accuracy. B3LYP, B97D, and MP2
predictions are qualitatively the same and all agree in assigning
the lower frequency peak to the central amide NH stretch.
Depending on the level of calculation, more or less in-phase
acetyl amide stretch is mixed in.
The spectral region from 1800 to 1400 cm−1 confirms this

assignment, as shown in Figure 14. Like in the case of Ac-Ala-
OMe, the central amide CO (am) band is substantially blue-
shifted in the gas phase due to thermal weakening of the C5
interaction in which it is involved. The intensity pattern of a
strong amide CO (am, 1693 cm−1), a weaker blue-shifted
ester CO (e, 1756 cm−1), and a very weak intermediate
acetyl group CO (ac, 1710 cm−1) stretch is well reproduced
in the theoretical all-trans simulation. The latter reveals that the

Figure 11. Switch between a symmetric ester hydrogen bonded
structure for the LL alanine model dimer to the unsymmetric amide
hydrogen bonded structure for the DL dimer via a balanced situation in
the glycine model dimer at the B97D/TZVP (upper panel) and
B3LYP-D3/TZVP (lower panel) levels. Experimentally confirmed
levels are shown as bold bars.
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am vibration gains IR intensity by mixing in some out of phase
ac motion, whereas the ac vibration loses intensity by mixing in
some in-phase am amplitude. This special combination is only

possible in the roughly planar all-trans conformation, further
confirming our assignment. None of the CO overtones is

Figure 12. Ac-Ala-Ala-OMe monomer minimum structures and the most stable dimer according to B3LYP-D3 calculations.

Figure 13. Experimental and calculated infrared spectra of Ac-Ala-Ala-
OMe in the NH stretching region: (a) gas phase transmittance
spectrum at 413 K; (b) jet spectrum, 900 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 443 K;
(c) jet spectrum shortly after closing the magnetic valves, 900 jet
pulses, Tsubstance = 443 K. Stick spectra of different monomers at the
B3LYP-D3/TZVP level shifted by −148.9 cm−1 as in the Ac-Ala-OMe
case.

Figure 14. Experimental and calculated infrared spectra of Ac-Ala-Ala-
OMe in the CO region: (a) gas phase transmittance spectrum at
413 K; (b) jet spectrum, 1000 jet pulses, Tsubstance = 438−443 K; (c) jet
spectrum shortly after closing the magnetic valves, 1000 jet pulses,
Tsubstance = 438−443 K. Stick spectra of different monomers at the
B3LYP-D3 level shifted by −22.7 cm−1 as in the Ac-Ala-OMe case.
The three carbonyl groups are labeled ac (acetyl), am (amide), and e
(ester).
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predicted near the observed NH stretching bands, consistent
with the observed absence of Fermi resonance interaction.
Finally, the amide-II region is predicted at somewhat higher
wavenumber than observed, because it involves anharmonic
N−H bending motion. Again, the all-trans conformation is
unique in reproducing the strongest intensity for the lower
frequency (predominantly acetyl) NH bending mode, whereas
the band near 1450 cm−1 has predominantly CH bending
character.
The spectroscopic finding of a single dominant conformation

at low temperature is in excellent agreement with earlier
findings for Ac-Val-Phe-OMe16 but contrasts with most
theoretical predictions. Only the B3LYP and to lesser degree
the B3LYP-D3 predictions (Table S17, Supporting Informa-
tion) confirm this preference. At the MP2 level, there are five
folded conformations within ±1 kJ mol−1 of the stretched
conformation, partly as a consequence of using a small triple-ζ
basis set. All these conformations include a γ turn, which
switches on a C7 hydrogen bond motif. More surprising is the
qualitative failure of the B97D calculations, which predict three
conformations within a 1 kJ mol−1 window and another two
within 3 kJ mol−1 of the lowest structure. Even the global
minimum structure is predicted to involve a γ turn. The small
size of the Ala-Ala model system brings a systematic study
including higher level treatments into reach. It may turn out to
be a rigorous testing case between different density functionals
and dispersion corrections, as the experimental βLβL preference
is unambiguous.
3.6. Protected Dialanine Dimer. In the absence of a

reliable quantum chemical method to describe the monomers,
firm statements about Ac-Ala-Ala-OMe dimers are difficult.
Experimentally, there is a single NH stretching band at 3336
cm−1 (marked D in Figure 13), which can be attributed to such
a dimer. It is red-shifted 29 cm−1 compared to the
corresponding Ac-Ala-OMe dimer band. Because there are
four NH stretching modes in such a dimer, it is expected to
have a high symmetry and two strong intermolecular hydrogen
bonds, leading to a single strongly IR active mode. We could
only find one dimer structure that fulfills these constraints in a
reasonable way (Table S19, Supporting Information). It
consists of two g+g−g−t or γDεL monomers with an
intramolecular C7 connection between the ac carbonyl group
and the central amide NH group. This leaves the central am
carbonyl and the acetylated amide group for strong
intermolecular C10 hydrogen bonding in a C2-symmetric
dimer (Figure 12). The antisymmetric acetylated amide stretch
gives rise to the strongest band (predicted red-shifted 40−70
cm−1 relative to Ac-Ala-OMe dimer in the calculations),
whereas the C7 hydrogen bonded NH is predicted more than
a factor of 2 weaker in intensity and may thus be hidden in the
noise at the lower end of the spectrum. All other dimers either
yield two strongly visible NH stretching bands or predict them
in the wrong position. Rewardingly, the preferred structure is
the lowest energy structure we could locate on the potential
energy hypersurface, with a B3LYP-D3 binding energy of 85 kJ
mol−1 after harmonic zero point energy correction (Table S18,
Supporting Information). It represents another case of adaptive
aggregation, with six out of eight backbone torsional angles
changing from t to g. Part of the driving force for this dimer is
the optimal arrangement of the two ester moieties in terms of
weak CO-methyl contacts. However, the all-trans dimer is
energetically very close. The observed dimer concentration (at
most 3% of the monomer concentration based on predicted

intensities) is too low to expect significant spectral dimer
features in the carbonyl and fingerprint regions, leaving the
assignment in a tentative state.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The protected amino acids Ac-Gly-OEt and Ac-Ala-OMe are
confirmed to prefer stretched (tt or β) monomer conforma-
tions in the gas phase, although the dihedral angle ϕ between
the amide group and the Cα ester group is rather soft and MP2
calculations with small triple-ζ basis sets predict folding around
this torsional degree of freedom to be energetically feasible or
even favorable. When the compounds dimerize, this folding
becomes reality and the NH groups form intermolecular
hydrogen bonds with the ester CO groups. The resulting C2-
symmetric β-sheet-like dimers are presumably global minima
on the complex potential energy hypersurface although
quantum chemical predictions show large variations. This
homochiral pairing preference by folding appears rather
different from the corresponding rigid phenylalanine behav-
ior.2,3 Combination of left- and right-handed Ac-Ala-OMe
appears to lead to a rearrangement of the hydrogen bond
pattern, according to subtle but multiple IR spectroscopic
evidence. Instead of a β-sheet-like symmetric aggregation via
ester CO hydrogen bonds, a single NH···OC hydrogen
bond to amide CO may be preferred. Final proof could come
from Raman jet spectroscopy. Chirality inversion may turn out
to be β-sheet breaking. However, the dimerization energy is less
than in the homoconfigurational dimer case. The homochiral
pairing preference of Ac-Ala-OMe is also observed in the
racemic crystal, which consists of infinite chains with 2:1
alternation of L and D units.73 However, the dominant hydrogen
bonds in the crystal involve the amide CO, rather than the
ester CO group.
Even the protected dipeptide Ac-Ala-Ala-OMe prefers a

stretched conformation according to the experimental spectra,
although calculations including dispersion interactions predict
strong competition by folded conformations. Upon dimeriza-
tion, this changes dramatically and a triply folded monomer
structure appears to be the most stable complex. The
comparison between experiment and theory reveals that
B3LYP calculations show the best overall performance, if
augmented by D3 dispersion corrections. B97D, apart from
overestimating hydrogen bond shifts and underestimating the
force constants of chemical bonds, fails in predicting some
conformational details and chirality recognition effects. On the
basis of this work, one can now quantify anharmonic effects for
such peptide model systems.74

It will be interesting to move to the next level of complexity,
namely acetylated amides of simple nonaromatic amino acids,5

using the heated gas phase and supersonic jet FTIR approaches.
For aromatic amino acids,2 complementary Raman jet spectra
may now be feasible.36 One can anticipate that conformational
diversity will increase, as will chirality recognition28 when the
Cα configuration is switched.
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